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The Right Fit: NAOHP’s New
Leaders Share Their Excitement
By Nick Dmitrovich
ver 30 years ago, Frank Leone
founded Ryan Associates and the
National Association of Occupational Health Professionals (NAOHP)
after recognizing a need for occupational
health resources between companies and
healthcare organizations throughout the
country. This year, NAOHP is entering
into a new chapter of its history, looking
forward to a bright future under new
leaders that have been working to advance
the occupational health industry for
decades. Under the direction of Tim and
Cindy Ross, who together have nearly 50
years of experience in the industry, new
opportunities are being developed for
NAOHP and its members that will serve
to bolster the association’s standing as the
definitive resource for occupational health
professionals throughout the country.
The Rosses have served in different
healthcare companies throughout the
Northwest Indiana region on several
different administrative levels.
Over 22 years ago, Cindy Ross was
working in the human resources department of St. Anthony’s hospital in Crown
Point, IN, when she first learned about
occupational health. One of the company’s vice presidents informed her that
the hospital was seeking to establish an

occupational health program, dubbed
“Partners and Care,” after hearing about
emerging trends taking place throughout
the country. She was selected to be the
business development head for the new
project due to her understanding of sales.
The project started with a single clinic and
quickly grew to five.
Partners in Care, at the time, was
considered to be the cutting edge of the
emerging occupational health industry
in the Northwest Indiana region. It had
by far the most occupational health clinics of any health system throughout the
region. Cindy Ross was a key component of the program’s expansion, as she
was the person connecting with local
companies to help them understand
occupational health.
“In those days, a lot of employers didn’t
know that occupational health existed,” Tim Ross said. “Over time, things
changed, and now there are 13 occupational health clinics, with three of them
being blended express care/occupational
health clinics, throughout our region and
south suburban Chicago.”
“Our goal was to build a strong business partnership between our healthcare
system and the local major employers,”
Cindy Ross said. “We needed to find out
continued on page 4
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Letter from the Editor
Many of us flock to amusement parks for the excitement,
thrill, and adrenaline of zero-gravity twists and turns. We
even love the feeling of winning a “feeder” goldfish that
took $6 to land that ping pong ball in the bowl.
Fortunately, I haven’t had to venture to an amusement
park to enjoy such emotions. For me, it was as easy as
becoming involved with NAOHP and meeting so many of
you at the fall conference in Boston. The fall conference was
truly an eye-opener as to the depth of experience and talent
of the NAOHP members. From Donna Lee Gardner helpAndrea Pearman
ing many “embrace the occupational health opportunity”
to Roy Gerber educating us on “generating a profit by managing revenue and expenses,”
the knowledge that was freely shared and developed is one of many valuable assets that
make NAOHP the definitive resource for occupational health professionals.
Beyond educational programs and hands-on experience from our vendors, networking is an invaluable resource that all should take advantage of. Although networking can
be tedious, lots of fun, and even include some embarrassing moments (especially if you
try karaoke and have no ability to sing – like myself), it is the cornerstone for further
developing your future within our industry.
I challenge each of you to become more engaged and actively involved in NAOHP
and your industry.
As the newest addition to the NAOHP team, my commitment is to help facilitate, engage, and promote each of you, your company, and your accomplishments. With over 20
years of extensive marketing and networking experience, we know how to bring ideas,
opportunities, and networking together.
We look to each of you for ideas to improve NAOHP. Here are just a few suggestions:
• Contribute an article to Visions (We will even help if writing and grammar are
not your best asset.)
• Send us an email of topic ideas for Visions, fall conference, consulting needs, etc.
• Join in on our weekly Town Hall meetings (See page 13 for dates and topics.)
• Like NAOHP and Ryan Associates on Facebook and LinkedIN
• Friend me, Andrea Pearman, on both Facebook and LinkedIN
• Send me an email, give me a call, or better yet, invite me to Sunday dinner…

Be Engaged, Be Active, and Get Involved.

					Andrea M. Pearman
					Editor
					apearman@thinkdiversified.com
					219-226-0300
VISIONS is published quarterly by the National Association of Occupational Health Professionals • NAOHP and RYAN
Associates are divisions of Santa Barbara Health Care, Inc. © • VISIONS may not be copied in whole or in part without
written permission from NAOHP.
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The Right Fit: NAOHP’s New
Leaders Share Their Excitement
continued from page 1

what the employers’ needs were, to help
them convey to their employees how to
get healthy and stay healthy, and how to
avoid on-the-job injuries.”
Tim Ross began his occupational health
career about 17 years ago while he was in
a sales and marketing role at the former
St. Margaret Mercy hospital in Hammond/Dyer, IN (which is now Franciscan
Health Hammond/Dyer). Over time, he
transitioned into a business development
position for the hospital’s occupational
health department, in addition to working in physician relations and business
development. A few years later, St.
Anthony’s hospital in Michigan City, IN
acquired an occupational health program,
and a partnership was formed wherein
Tim would divide his time between the
two hospitals to help their programs grow.
The duo was developing their programs
simultaneously across several different
healthcare companies when they started

attending NAOHP’s annual conferences
and met Frank Leone as attendees.
During the 2015 NAOHP conference in
Chicago, Tim Ross had the opportunity
to have a curb-side discussion with Leone
outside the conference where he learned
about the NAOHP founder’s upcoming
plans for retirement and his desire to
transfer ownership of the association.
Upon returning to his hotel room, where
Cindy was working remotely while
attending the conference, Tim excitedly
pondered what it would be like to assume
the mantle of NAOHP’s leadership.
“Think about it,” Cindy recalls Tim
saying, “This is what we know. This is the
industry we’ve been working in together for
over 20 years. I think it would be a great fit.”
Later, they set a meeting with Leone. At
the time, he had several different parties
interested in purchasing the organization.
Throughout a series of negotiations and
meetings, the parties agreed that, indeed,

the Rosses would be a great fit for the association. Today, Cindy Ross has assumed
the role of president of NAOHP and Ryan
Associates, and Tim Ross is serving in the
role of NAOHP’s executive director of the
board in addition to his duties as administrative director of Retail Services North,
for Franciscan Alliance, which includes
13 occupational/employee health and
expresscare clinics.

Renewed Focus on
Occupational Health
The Rosses have been working closely
with board members, partners, and association members to generate fresh ideas
for NAOHP, which they’re planning on
implementing in phases. The first of these
phases involves the expansion of NAOHP’s
roster of members, broadening its scope of
services, and developing new concepts for
the association’s annual conference.

The Six Pillars of NAOHP
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“We never want to lose sight of
occupational health as our main focus,
which will always be the core of NAOHP.
People still look to NAOHP and Ryan
Associates as a place they can refer to for
occupational health expertise, and our
goal is to preserve that distinction,” said
Cindy Ross.
She also described the couple’s intent
to take the message of NAOHP even
further by informing more employers about the benefits of occupational
wellness and the impact it can have on
their companies, while at the same time
allowing healthcare providers to gain
a deeper understanding of employer
needs. New certification opportunities
are also being considered.
“We’re putting a focus on NAOHP’s six
pillars,” Tim Ross said. “Most occupational health programs today are probably
performing one or more of these six pillars to begin with, so we’re branching out
from there to help companies develop
their programs.”

“This is what we do. We do
occupational health. This is
where experience does matter.
We want to continue serving as
the number one association for
occupational health.”
- Cindy Ross
“We have resources that people can
turn to, networking resources and much
more,” Tim Ross said. “Our consultants
can be contacted about anything from
simple day-to-day questions that new occupational health professionals may have,
and we can provide answers for experts in
the field who may be looking for benchmarking strategies that we might be able
to help them with. Our board members
are here to provide guidance, and they’re
strategically placed around the country to
help different regions.”
With regard to the couple’s plans for
expanding the conference, one of their
biggest goals is to build stronger connections between employers and healthcare
groups. NAOHP’s current membership
consists of a wide variety of individuals
(occupational health program administrators, directors, managers, physicians,
nurses, clinical staff, owners, CEOs,
business development, and sales/marketing) who are all working with employers.

Currently, the Rosses are considering
bringing an employer mix into the conference in the form of an employer panel
to provide a new perspective on their
particular industry needs.
“An employer’s perspective will benefit
program administrators. We’re hoping to
learn more about what works for them
and what doesn’t, and some of that might
be a brand new idea for our members.
This will help them gain a deeper understanding of their target audience,” Tim
Ross said.
“Many of our members have been
attending the conference for many years,
and we want to present them with fresh
ideas that can help grow their programs,”
Cindy Ross added.

The Right Fit
NAOHP certainly has a lot to look forward to. The support of board members
combined with the decades of experience
the Rosses have in advancing occupational health programs will be a great fit for
the association’s bright future and could
bring about a new chapter in the
industry overall.
“We hope that our members can sense
our passion and excitement when it comes
to our role in NAOHP and occupational
health,” Cindy Ross said. “We want to
revive this passion in our long-term members and spread the word to new audiences. We are here as a resource, and we’re
here to help develop your programs.” ←

OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH
CONSULTING
SERVICES

DEVELOPING A NEW
PROGRAM, RENEWING
AN EXISTING
PROGRAM,
OR ADDING
OCCUPATIONAL
HEALTH SERVICES TO
YOUR MENU?
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH:
• CERTIFICATION (PROGRAM
& INDIVIDUAL)
• CUSTOMER SERVICE
TRAINING & EVALUATION
PROCESSES

HERE IS WHERE
EXPERIENCE COUNTS!
With 800+ consulting engagements in 49 states since
1985, Ryan Associates continues to train businesses in
the field of occupational health and related areas (for
both stand alone and blended clinics).
We will teach you how to market your program, what
other services you need to be offering, and provide you
and your staff with the necessary tools to develop a
successful program!
Each consulting arrangement is customized to fit
your needs.

• EMPLOYER ON-SITE
CLINICS
• FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
(REVIEW OF CODING,
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE,
EXPENSE ANALYSIS,
DEVELOPMENT OF
COMPENSATION
PACKAGES, & MORE)
• INFRASTRUCTURE
(OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
& RELATED ROI)
• MARKET RESEARCH

Contact Roy Gerber to get started today!
rgerber@naohp.com

• POPULATION HEALTH
• PRODUCT LINE
INTEGRATION (CORE
CONSULTING COMPETENCY
INCLUDING URGENT CARE)

800-666-7926 x16

• SALES & MARKETING
TRAINING
• TELEMEDICINE
• TRAVEL MEDICINE
Frank Leone

Donna Lee Gardner

Roy K. Gerber

• WELLNESS
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People on the Move

First Military
Organization Receives
NAOHP Certification
By Nick Dmitrovich
he Naval Aerospace Medical
Institute (NAMI), located in
Pensacola, FL, has become the first
military organization to receive program
certification from the National Association of Occupational Health Professionals
(NAOHP). NAMI completed a Three Year
Certification with Outstanding Achievement and earned a score of 100 percent
compliance to standard, furthering their
standing within the occupational health
industry as one of the “best of the best.”
To receive this certification, NAMI’s
programs were evaluated in comparison
to NAOHP standards in six categories:
6
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administration and organization, operational framework, staffing resources,
clinical services, quality management,
and sales and marketing. Perhaps the
most important part of this certification,
for both NAMI and NAOHP, is that it
will allow both organizations to share
best practices within the occupational
health industry and work together toward
advanced innovation.
“A program like NAMI provides an
excellent example for other occupational
health programs across the country,” said
Donna Lee Gardner, NAOHP Reviewer
and Senior Principal with RYAN Associates. “Their quality monitoring is exceptionally structured, and they recognize

Hospital Corpsman 2nd Class Darius Smith,
left, assists Hospital Corpsman
3rd Class Melissa Culbreth at NAMI.

Lt. Cmdr. Kyle Dohm performs an indirect
ophthalmoscopy at NAMI.

the value that NAOHP certification provides in being able to collaborate with the
general industry and share best practices.
Commander Robert Carpenter, NAMI’s
Director of Clinical Services, and his staff
have done an outstanding job.”
NAMI’s purpose is to support Navy
and Marine Corps aviation units through
expert aeromedical consultation, services development, and application of
aeromedical standards and training of
aeromedical personnel for operational
assignments. In a typical month, NAMI’s various units manage a caseload of
roughly 1,000 people while simultaneously conducting training and evaluations.

The responsibilities of NAMI are huge
in scope, but are highly focused. To put it
simply, they make sure medical personnel
receive the best possible training in all
fields of aerospace medicine and determine if a person is best qualified for their
task. In many ways, the organization is
similar to the general occupational health
industry in terms of the work it conducts,
but its mission is dedicated exclusively
to aerospace, Navy, and Marine Corps
medical needs while also adhering to the
Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA)
standards. As such, the institute is also responsible for the training of aeromedical
personnel for operational assignments. ←

Congratulations to Julie Roza for
achieving her certification with NAOHP!
Julie Roza MHA, CEISTM is the Senior Director of Operations
at ATI Worksite SolutionsTM in Belleville, MI. She passed the
CORE Program’s Competency in Occupational Health Practice
Management, earning program and individual certifications.

Lt. Cmdr. Kyle Dohm, right, gives
Hospitalman Joseph Holland a slit
lamp exam at NAMI.

U.S. Navy photos by Mass Communication
Specialist 2nd Class Michael J. Lieberknecht/Released

If you are interested in
having your occupational
health program certified,
please contact Roy Gerber
at 1-800-666-7926, x16 or
rgerber@naohp.com.
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Hidden Gem of Workers’ Comp
By Peter Rousmaniere,
Journalist, WorkCompCentral
f you are an employer or workers’
compensation claims payer, you
may be overlooking, or underusing,
the most important vendor available to you
for better outcomes. We're referring to the
occupational medicine clinic—the occ med
clinic, the best resource in medicine to
initially treat most of the 3 million private
sector injuries workers suffer each year.
Successful work injury care absolutely
depends on prearrangements for immediate care by clinicians versed in this specialty. In personal health, it can take eight to
12 days for an individual to get an appointment with a qualified physician. You can
find the right doctor for a work injury by
simply walking into an occ med clinic.
The good news: roughly 1,500 clinics
exist tailored to make sure
medical care for injured
workers starts—and
stays—on track. These
clinics also can play a vital
role in helping prevent
injuries, as well
as treat them.
They are the best
medical partners in
current advances in
claims management,
such as predictive
modeling, pay for performance, and telemedicine.
The bad news: engagement between
claims payers and these clinics is less than
8
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optimal, often because of a lack of understanding of the value of occ med clinics
or a lack of investment in the partnership.
Yes, most claims payers know about these
clinics and want to use them for injury
care. In fact, many have reached out to
them, but most claims payers rarely commit the attention or persistence necessary
to maximize the partnership.
Why should claims payers amp up their
efforts now to optimize partnerships with
occ med clinics? Better claims servicing
is one reason, of course. But the primary
value today stems from the fact that the
workers’ comp pie is shrinking, due to
declining work injuries. Workers comp
insurers, especially mono-line insurers,
already face challenges to their franchises.
But claims payers may be able to better
protect their slice of the pie by building
closer ties with occ med clinics, which
in turn can foster closer ties with employers—specifically employers who are
attentive to work injury risk, and, thereby,
make good clients.
It is hard to imagine how claims payers
can engage quality provider networks, pay
for performance and telemedicine without
close collaboration with occ med clinics.

Six Signs of a Productive
Partnership: How Well Do
You Fare?
Our extensive interviews with occ
med clinics suggest these practices are
prepared to engage in partnerships with
claims payers. But is the reverse true? Are

claims payers willing to put forth sustained efforts to engage clinic administrators and medical directors? You will find
at the end of this report a profile of how
LCTA Workers’ Comp, a Baton Rouge
based insurer, has designed a partnership
strategy with occ med clinics.
The following six protocols are essential
to success in a statewide clinic partnership program. Few insurers can claim
three of these standards of practice, much
less all six of them. How well does your
organization fare?
Note: As a means of comparison, we
have included information about Colorado’s Pinnacol Assurance, a source of
workers’ comp coverage for approximately 56,000 customers of varying size and
risk across the state.
1. The claims payer has designated staff
to manage relations with clinics.
Say a practice administrator at an occ
med clinic reaches out to insurer to start
a conversation about mutual expectations
and a good working relationship. The admin leaves a message. What are the chances that call will be returned? Almost nil.
For this report, we had a colleague contact 11 prominent claims payers, using an
email address displayed on the insurer’s
website that seemed most appropriate for
an inquiry from a medical provider. The
person identified herself as a consultant to
occupational medicine clinics in New England and wrote that she had some performance reports of the clinics that she
would like to share. The result: an almost

total lack of response (our caller was not
even routed to a medical director’s office).
The reason: these claims payers appear to
have no internal unit coordinating business relations with medical providers.
2. The insurer actively supports links
between clinics and employers.
These links are vital and should be set
up at the time of underwriting. Indeed,
if they are not, this oversight should
raise flags with the underwriter, given
how strong links between the occ med
clinic and employer are one of the most
effective ways to contain losses. These
links also play a useful role if the employer and the recommended local clinic find
themselves in a dispute. (For instance,
the employer may perceive that the clinic
is making wrong causality decisions or
keeping workers from returning to work
for too long a period). Without a designated link, who at the insurer is in a position to address and resolve the problem?
3. The insurer has the flexibility to
alter reimbursement speed, rules for
utilization review, and other
operational aspects.
Among our surveyed workers’ comp
pros, 20 percent strongly agreed (and
60 percent agreed) on the importance
of flexibility in operational rules. For
instance, some claims systems have rules
modules that govern whether UR approval is required. Does your claims system
allow adjusters to set different rules or
over-ride standard procedures, depending
on the provider?
4. The insurer has the option to offer occ
med clinics additional compensation
for extra services.
Among our workers’ comp pros, 18
percent strongly agreed (and 43 percent
agreed) that claims payers should be able
and willing to increase reimbursement for
additional services, such as special reports
or actions performed in a particular or
timely manner.
On the other hand, tension can easily
foment between claims payers and preferred provider organizations when the
insurer seeks to unilaterally alter compensation arrangements for a PPO member.
To avoid this means involving the bill
review and PPO people at the outset.
“We’ve been able to work it out,” says Greg
Moore, founder and former CEO of Harbor Health. “You have to be thoughtful.”

Declining Work Injuries
(private sector, at least one day lost time)
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5. The insurer periodically meets with
occ med clinics to discuss performance.
Among our surveyed workers’ comp
pros, 28 percent strongly agree (and 60
percent agree) that claims payers should
share performance results with occ med
clinics. In fact, performance reports rank
this as their most highly favored method
for improving relationships with clinics.
Yet, in interviews with seasoned occ med
physicians throughout the United States
(some with over 25 years experience),
these clinicians reported only extremely
rare instances when they saw or discussed
a performance report with an insurer.
Private performance reviews with providers are one way to improve outcomes,
but what about a more public assessment?
While some claims payers are reluctant to
publish provider performance documentation, others would prefer a more public
accounting, for the reasons cited by this
managed care executive in Ohio:
“When we get a request for surgery, and
we know the surgeon has a poor record,
I cannot reveal this to the patient. But if I
had the ability to direct an injured worker
to an independent report on the effectiveness of a doctor, that would be great. The
more you can be transparent, the more
you can have usable information for the
patients to help them make better and
more informed decisions.”
(Note: this executive had not approached surgeons directly with documentation of their performance, which
should be the first step.)
6. The insurer documents treatment
paths of high cost claims.
Claims payers should study and document the flow of injured workers through
the medical care community and high-

2014

2025

light where bad claims outcomes begin
to emerge. This kind of flow analysis is
essential for identifying where to focus
attention on improving care. Most likely,
initial care will show up as a predictor of
claims outcomes.

Final Thoughts
The three most valued core competencies
in workers’ comp claims management are:
• Compensability determination
• Medical management
• Return to work
(Source: Rising Medical Solutions’ Workers’
Compensation Claims Benchmarking Study)

Occ med clinics are hands-down the
claims payer’s most important vendor
to boost these core competencies. And,
occ med clinics are essential partners in
key innovations in workers’ comp, such
as predictive modeling, pay for performance, and telemedicine. Once again,
occ med clinics are
the most important vendor with
whom to partner.
Case closed. ←

Top Takeaway: The
narrower the workers’
comp marketplace,
the greater the value
of an occ med clinic
partnership.
Spring 2017 - VISIONS
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Functional Medicine: The Future of
Occupational Health Services
By Pamela Johnson, BS,
CFMP, HHP, AADP, RYT
here
is a great
opportunity for leaders in occupation medicine
to radically
improve client
health outcomes while
reducing costs
Pamela Johnson
for client
companies. Functional medicine is the
new paradigm for treating chronic disease
as is proven by the outcomes and expansion of the Functional Medicine Center
at Cleveland Clinic, a national leader in
health and wellness the industry.
Integrating this innovative approach
into your wellness initiatives and
onsite/near site clinics is the future of
occupational medicine.

Functional medicine is a
“systems” approach to
medicine that shifts the
traditional disease-centered
focus to a patient centered
approach and identifies the
root causes of chronic disease
rather than addressing an
isolated set of symptoms.
This is in contrast to the current system
in place that assigns a disease to a group
of symptoms along with corresponding
medications without having the tools to
investigate the underlying cause of the
10
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problem. Therefore, disease management
often becomes medication management
with attempts at lifestyle changes that do
not address the actual issues.
Traditional wellness and prevention
initiatives also miss the mark, because
they often do not provide the information
or tools to restore health in the way that
functional medicine-based programs do.
The underlying cause of both minor
and complex disorders is usually identified in the form of a nutrient deficiency,
toxicity, food sensitivity, or infection. Inflammation is most often the expression
of these root causes. Once addressed, not
only does chronic disease such as heart
disease, diabetes, and obesity improve,
but allergies, depression, irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS), and gastrointestinal reflux disease (GIRD) also begin to resolve.
Integrating a functional medicine-based
program begins with a wellness education
curriculum that teaches the main components of this paradigm: Environment inputs such as nutrients, toxins, exercise, and
trauma; energy production/oxidative stress;
detoxification; and hormone, immune,
structural, and gastrointestinal imbalance.
An array of experiential programs are
also offered such as somatics that teach
how release habitually contracted muscles
with gentile movements; therapeutic
movement that uses recycling movements
to release stress and restore spinal agility;
energy medicine that teaches how to
manage stress through an understanding
of the energy body; meditation, breathing
techniques, restorative yoga, and an array
of other mind-body modalities.
The next step is offering functional
medicine-based challenges that incorporate action items and education that

are built into incentives for participation.
FM-based wellness programming teaches
employees how to create balance and
understand the connection between imbalances. With new information comes a
new level of motivation and responsibility
to modify lifestyle. Once employees recognize true nourishment has the ability
to help bring the body into balance and
resolve metabolic disorders (and usually
all at once), they take action. This contributes to the success of holistic challenges.
Once the holistic wellness program is
obtained, it can become the core of your
onsite or near site clinic prevention and
wellness model. This can be done by
adding a Certified Functional Medicine
Practitioners (CFMP) to your onsite clinic to integrate with existing staff.
CFMPs combine health histories, patient surveys, and targeted lab tests to find
interactions among genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors that can influence
long-term health and complex chronic
disease. Treatment includes consults
with a CFMP, targeted protocols, lifestyle
intervention plan, education, corrective
dietary supplementation, and follow-up.
Imagine offering a program that actually begins to reverse chronic disease and
reduce the need for medications. Functional medicine is growing rapidly across
the country and is a model that works
particularly well with the occupational
medicine objectives. ←
Pamela Johnson, BS, CFMP, HHP, AADP,
RYT is a Certified Functional Medicine
Practitioner and Corporate Wellness
Consultant who specializes in integrating
functional medicine programs into
corporations, clinics and hospital systems.

NAOHP/RYAN ASSOCIATES

NATIONAL
CONFERENCE
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL
CHICAGO, IL

OCTOBER 16-18, 2017

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND BEYOND!
This year’s National Conference is one event you will not want to miss!
The title of OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND BEYOND! is because we are
taking this year’s conference topics to the next level…integrating urgent care,
telemedicine, wellness, population health, and much more.
• New concepts to reach your clients - what employers are looking for
• Tools to help enhance your existing program - large and small programs
• Incorporate occupational health into existing urgent care business
• Successfully market your services
• Build lasting relationships with your clients - not just sell them a service
• Expanded exhibitor hours - now two and a half days
• Keynote speaker: Larry Boress of Midwest Business Group
Who Should Attend the National Conference?
Directors, CEOs, Owners, Managers (clinical and operations), Physicians,
Nurses, Business Development and Sales

NOW THROUGH JUNE 1

EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION
· NAOHP Member: $995 Now $796
· Non-Member: $1,095 Now $995

· Receive 1 free registration with 2 paid
registrations from the same institution.

TO REGISTER, VISIT NAOHP.COM/CONFERENCE OR CALL 800-666-7926!

FOR MORE INFO &
UPDATES, GO TO
NAOHP.COM
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Town Hall Weekly Review (January-February)
#85: January 23
How To Effectively
Measure Provider
Productivity
Mary Alice Ehrlich
• Productivity monitoring impacts patients, staff, and employee satisfaction.
Results reporting should be consistent,
on a scheduled basis, and provide opportunities for discussion with the staff
regarding the productivity process.
• We need to measure both quality and
volumes, as we look at how we are
providing services to our clients and
patients. Time management is important when we look at what outcomes
have we realized for our patients. The
NP/PA are all included in the productivity measures, but remember that
many states reimburse differently for
MD than the NP/PA.
• The type of volumes impact the
provider’s productivity, so we need to
appropriately monitor what volumes we
are looking at. Injuries, drug screens,
pre-placement physicals, independent
medical evaluations - all are variable
when looking at time for the provider
and staff. The clinic environment also
can impact the productivity of the staff
as if there are not enough exams rooms.
• It is important to share with the providers a score card to identify days worked,
average days per month this year and
last year. The reimbursement, groupings, and outliers need to be evaluated.
The medical director provides an excellent role model for all staff.
• The dyad management style between
the program director and the medical
director looks at a partnership of management. The development of criteria
should really be a team effort of all staff.
NAOHP has productivity standards for
occupational health programs. RVUs
are not used as they do not provide the
accurate measures of provider and
staff productivity.
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#86: January 30
Health Coaching 		

#87: February 6
Telemedicine

Dr. Stewart Levy

Heather Manley

• National certification beginning February 1, 2017, is all done through the
National Consortium of Credentialing for Health Coaches and Wellness
Programs. This has resulted in high
standards in the industry and training
and credentialing process to enable
health and wellness coach training
and education programs to adapt their
programs to meet the standards for
ICHWC Program Approval. For more
information, go to http://ichwc.org/
organizations

• Telemedicine is evolving in occupational health programs. Now used for
monitoring on-site programs and educational programs. This is an excellent
example of improving access for client
companies and programs with
multiple sites.

• The value of the health coach is the
opportunity to use a behavioral change
agent, which is the training and certification process for a health coach. The
health coach acts as a mentor and guide
to realize changes in behavior and education plans for the individual.
• Health coaches communicate information for the total wellness of an individual that could include medical as well
as psychical issues.
• Employers and insurance carriers look
at what changes have occurred in the
individual. Some monitor the high-risk
factors that have decreased and subsequent changes in biometrics. Coaches
try to show how changes in behavior
have resulted after the coaching.
• The credentials for health coaches vary
to the programs they are involved in.
The National Consortium of Health
Coaches is an excellent resource to
evaluate what is needed to realize the
outcomes and provide the skills to
psychologically evaluate the risk factors
and what behavior changes are needed.

• Programs have explored the use of
telemedicine for injury management
and use this to reach outlying clinics.
Staffing may be utilized for a larger
population over many different clinic
settings. Savings of staff, productivity,
and decreasing cost for employers in
the future.
• When considering telemedicine, be
aware of how sophisticated your clients
are and of the appropriate IT technology to handle connectivity. Documentation becomes key. The program needs
to have the software to be able to document the visit in the electronic medical
record, with appropriate training for
program utilization.
• It is important to research the possibility of using telemedicine and then
develop a plan that looks at need in the
market, employers potential use of the
product, and strategic need and use for
the service. It is important to clearly
define scope of practice, confidentiality,
and appropriate documentation.
• Charging for telemedicine is not clear
at this time. It appears that special
contracting is needed before payment is
considered. Research the telemedicine
literature and make sure you have the
plan well established.

A New
D a y!
#88: February 13
Provider/Staff Orientation

#89: February 27
Performance Metrics

Jackie Burt

Dr. David Tanner

• Orientation processes vary by occupational site. Most programs have general
human resources, safety guidelines,
employee health guidelines, HIPAA
compliance, and corporate compliance,
prior to starting work, and once completed the new employee has department orientation. Some facilities use a
shadowing model with the providers
while awaiting credentials.

• Development of performance metrics is
a tiered approach to cover all employees at all sites. Coaching is a necessary
component to the process to ensure
understanding of the metrics for all.

• The development of an orientation
check list is essential. The list identifies
the broad performance components as
well as the specific competencies of the
role of the new employee. Programs
have instituted special trainers to
provide competency training for DOT,
PFT, AUDIO, BAT, and super user
training for software.

• The development of a scorecard for staff
positions, (providers, clinical support,
clinical support, sales, management),
provides the structure for each position
and the performance metrics for all
positions. Providers scorecard examples
include quality, point of care surveys,
culture goals, and finance. Who is
responsible for the development of
the metrics?

• Employee orientations of mixed staff
fosters the development of a team.
Models vary for the specific role orientations, for example the provider role. The
buddy system is thought to be beneficial
with weekly discussion of the buddy and
the new employee of competency monitors and evaluation of processes.
• The American College of Occupational
and Environment Medicine (ACOEM) has educational programs for the
providers presenting the fundamentals
of occupational medicine. NAOHP has
programs for orientation for all staff defining the occupational medicine model.
• Scheduling on-going meetings with the
new employee is important. Identifying
specific goals for development of customer services, HIPAA guidelines, and
the attainment of specific competencies
are identified, as well as specific state
laws and OSHA recordability that impact your injury management program.
• Metrics used to evaluate the orientation: surveys of the new employees and
comments on the processes.

• Metrics for performance cover quality
of work, employee efficiency and productivity, shareholder piece with point
of care surveys, and a financial piece.

• A monthly review for providers is
recommended to ensure accountability,
relationship building, development of
goals, and addressing any individual
staff issues that need enhancement.
• Competency for procedural review is
an important component of the
quality monitoring.
• Remember, performance measures are
useful for demonstrating workloads
and activity, and metrics are useful for
evaluating compliance, processes effectiveness, and measuring success against
established objectives. ←

There was no Town Hall
session on February 20 in
observance of President's Day.
To review all Town Hall
Weekly Reviews, visit
www.naohp.com.

Dates & Time
You made your voices heard! Town Hall
sessions are now scheduled for every
Tuesday for 30 minutes.
Noon - 12:30 p.m. Eastern
11-11:30 a.m. Central
10-10:30 a.m. Mountain
9-9:30 a.m. Pacific

Summer Schedule
CLUSTER #9
#97: June 6

HIPAA and
Occupational Health

#98: June 13

Electronic Medical Records

#99:

Maximizing a Sales
Professionals Time

June 20

#100: June 27

Justifying Occupational
Health to Senior
Management

July 4 - No Session - Independence Day
#101: July 11

Integrating Occupational
Health/Employee Health

#102: July 18

White Collar Occupational
Health Services

#103: July 25

Primary Care and
Occupational Medicine

#104: August 1 Building A Program
Website
#105: August 8 Staffing for Maximum
Productivity
#106: August 15 Operational Efficiencies
#107: August 22 Benchmarking and
Outcome Development
#108: August 29 Integrating Occupational
Health/Urgent Care

Registration
NAOHP Members: No need to register.
A login and call-in number/passcode
reminder will be emailed to all NAOHP
members before each session. Town Hall
sessions are complimentary as a benefit of
your NAOHP membership.
Non-NAOHP Members: Non-members
are welcome and may register for a session
by calling 800-666-7926 or emailing info@
naohp.com. Each session is $24.99.
Spring 2017 - VISIONS
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Meet Our Board of Directors
he National Association of
Occupational Health Professionals relies on a national advisory
board elected by NAOHP members in
each of the six regions, as well as two at
large representatives and an NAOHP
president. These advisors participate in
frequent meetings to discuss and prioriPRESIDENT

Mike Schmidt, 2015-2017
Director of Operations
UnityPoint Health - St. Luke's
Sioux City, IA
720-490-4306
mike.schmidt@unitypoint.org
GREAT LAKES:
KY, MI,
OH, WI

Randy Van Straten, 2016-2018
Vice President
Business Health Bellin Health System
Green Bay, WI
920-436-8681
rsvans@bellin.org
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tize the association’s goals and activities.
NAOHP board members are available
to answer questions from or facilitate
networking among constituents in their
regions. Each regional representative
serves for a three-year term and is eligible
for re-election. Two of the six board regions expire at the end of every term. The
NORTHEAST:
DE, MD, ME,
NH, VT, MA,
RI, CT, NJ, NY,
PA, DC, WV

SOUTHEAST:
AL, FL, GA,
MS, NC, SC,
TN, VA

Dr. Stewart Levy, 2016-2018
President
Health Promotion Solutions
Princeton, NJ
267-241-4809
slevy@healthpromosolutions.com

Dr. Michael Rothwell, 2016-2017
President and CEO
Well Key Health/Well Key Urgent Care
Sevierville, TN
865-428-2773
drrothwell@wellkeyhealth.com

MIDWEST:
IL, IN

HEARTLAND:
AR, IA, KS,
LA, MN, MO,
MT, NE, ND,
OK, SD, TX

Justin Caldwell, 2017-2019
Director of Retail Operations
Riverside Medical Center
Kankakee, IL
815-933-2784 x 6521
justin-caldwell@riversidehealthcare.net

WEST:
AK, AZ, CA,
CO, HI, ID,
NM, NV, OR,
UT, WA, WY

AT LARGE

Heather Manley, 2017-2019
COO
WorkPartners Occupational Health
Oceanside, CA
760-681-5222
heather@workpartnersohs.com

Dr. David Tanner, 2017-2018
Medical Director
OhioHealth Employer Services
Columbus, OH
614-544-4621
david.tanner@ohiohealth.com
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Board also includes two at large members
who are voted on by the entire NAOHP
membership and serve two-year terms
with each term ending in a different year.
In order to provide NAOHP members
with more opportunities to serve on the
Board, at large members are not eligible
for re-election. ←

Jackie Burt, 2016-2017
Program Director
Occupational Health Partners
Salinas, KS
785-823-8381
jackieb@comcarepa.com
AT LARGE

Mary Alice Ehrlich, 2016-2017
Executive Vice President
MED-1
Grand Rapids, MI
616-459-1560
maehrlich@med1services.com

Vendor Program

Automated drug tests and occupational
health services for your business model.
As a third-party technology administrator, Alere eScreen® solutions provide
you with next-generation employment
screening applications for drug testing
and occupational health services. Let
us provide automated management and
complete program consolidation for all
your collection services. With the eCCF®
paperless chain-of-custody form system,
you’ll have a cutting-edge process to
handle all events including, rapid screening and laboratory-based drug testing,
Department of Transportation (DOT)
testing, Health-eScreen® workplace-related occupational health services, biometric
screening, and much more. Alere eScreen
solutions offer you the tools to perform
electronic screening services for your
local house lab customers as well as access
to many of our national clients.
800-881-0722
www.escreen.com

Bill Dunbar and Associates (BDA)
provides revenue growth strategies to
clinics and hospitals throughout the
United States. BDA’s team of professionals and certified coders increase
the reimbursement to its clients by
improving documentation, coding, and
billing. BDA offers a comprehensive,
customized, budget-neutral program focusing on improving compliance along
with net revenue per patient encounter.
Additionally, BDA Health Informatics
(BDA-HI) provides actionable healthcare information and decision-making
tools for populations, providers, and
patient-specific health, treatment, and
cost challenges. BDA-HI works with
clients to deliver information and intelligence for deeper insights and better
decision-making.
317-247-8014
www.billdunbar.com

Clinical Reference Laboratory is one of
the largest privately held certified laboratories in the country. We have a passion
for better outcomes powered by greater
insights and are committed to progressing
in ways that help our customers achieve
success. Discover how our commitment
to quality, innovation, analytics and
service excellence create an advantage for
our customers.
800-445-6917 x5427
Brenda.Wilson@crlcorp.com

Corporate Health Resources, Inc. (CHR)
has over 30 years of experience as an occupational health provider network. CHR
is known as the company you call whether you need a drug screen collection in
Wyoming, a DOT exam in Texas, an IME
in Denver, an audiogram in New York
and/or periodic exams and credentialing
for your sales force scattered throughout
the country. CHR coordinates exams and
testing in all 50 states and many international locations as well.
800-867-0933
www.chr.com

Health Connenctions Networks (HNC)
provides organizations with Health
Management Solutions that support
disease prevention, lifestyle management,
disease management and health outcomes
through consulting services, program
management, data management and analytics, evidence-based tools, and nationwide onsite professional staff.
1-866-426-0808
www.hcn-us.com

Health Promotion Solutions Consulting
(HPSC) is a leading healthcare consulting organization that provides proven
strategies for Population Health Initiatives
focused on reducing healthcare costs, improving employee productivity and overall engagement in wellness initiatives. We
design and customize health management
solutions for any type of organization
while keeping aligned with your business
goals. We utilize evidence based products
and methodologies.
1-888-935-4434 x700
www.healthpromosolutions.com

PD-Rx offers more than 5,000 prepackaged medications for your in-office
dispensing needs. Our FREE, easy-to-use
web-based software enhances the in-office
dispensing experience, from managing
your medication inventory and facilitating
online ordering, to ensuring state regulatory compliance. PDRxNet software also
provides the opportunity to e-prescribe
directly from your Electronic Medical Record (EMR) into our web-based product.
The PD-Rx Management Team possesses
the highest cumulative level of experience
in the industry. We are fully pedigree
compliant and are licensed in all 50 states.
800-299-7379
customerservice@pdrx.com

We train your healthcare providers to
provide travel health care with our CME/
CNE accredited web course, a great introduction or refresher course. Additionally,
our online Traveler Video saves time
during appointments and helps you teach
your organization’s international travelers
how to stay healthier during travel.
914-525-5418
www.travelhealth101.com ←
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NAOHP/Ryan Associates
8389 Doubletree Drive North
Crown Point, IN 46307

Premier Sponsor Program

Net Health is the leader in software
solutions for specialized outpatient care.
Known for being Experts in The Art of
the Right Fit®, our fully interoperable EHR
solutions serve five medical specialty
markets offering clients an end-to-end
solution that includes practice management tools, clinical workflow documentation, revenue cycle management, and analytics. We serve healthcare professionals

in 3,700 urgent care, wound care, physical
therapy, speech and language therapy,
occupational therapy, occupational medicine, employee health, and workplace
medicine facilities.
Agility™ for employee health manages
immunizations, exposures, surveillance,
and more. Agility’s occupational medicine
EHR has a fully integrated practice man-

agement solution that is designed to meet
the needs of both independent providers
and hospital-owned facilities. It’s better,
faster documentation that leaves you
feeling 100% confident about payment.
Conquer employer protocols, billing complexity, and compliance.
800-411-6281
www.nethealth.com/see-Agility ←

Being part of NAOHP’s Premier Sponsor and Vendor Programs, comes with many great benefits! Gain
visability from a highly targeted group of prespective customers, the NAOHP members. To sign up,
contact Cindy Ross at 219-741-7967 or cross@naohp.com.

